A study of quality of bremsstrahlung spectra reconstructed from transmission measurements.
A numerical method for the reconstruction of bremsstrahlung spectra has been applied to the analysis of simulated data. The method is found to be reliable in reconstructing x-ray spectra of maximum energy up to 10 MeV. Measurements of aluminum transmission data carried out for five linear accelerators have also been analyzed by this method to determine the fractional energy fluence. The values of the Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ratio, SS.A. w,air, reported as a function of the ratios TPR20 10, are in good agreement with computed results. Quality index values were correlated to mean incident energies of x-ray beams used in radiotherapy. The experimental setup has also provided information regarding the softening effect on the off-axis beam, which can be used in clinical computer dosimetry to correct conventional zero field size tissue maximum ratio.